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Erin Gillespie’s E-cosystem Proposal 

Purpose 

 The purpose of the e-Portfolio (eP) is to function as a capstone learning product for the 

UBC Masters of Educational Technology (MET) program and as a professional life-long 

learning resource for myself and my audience.  

As a capstone learning product the eP will address the challenge of auditing, facilitating 

review of and validating my UBC MET learning with respect to the UBC-TQS criteria. The 

assessment rubric will be available for viewers and the eP will be an assessment tool for myself, 

my peers and professors. Through artifacts and reflections, I will be held accountable for 

demonstrating my knowledge in a transparent fashion.  

The eP is important on a professional level as I intend to add to and reflect on artifacts to 

deepen my understanding of the field. An exchange of ideas with the eP’s audience will 

influence my learning and may influence future research (Lorenzo & Ittelson, 2005). The dual 

purpose will be synthesized through critical reflections which focus on an analysis of artifacts 

and the connections between them.  Moon (2001) suggests adopting a deep approach to 

reflection for learning success. Reflections will link ideas and create new relations between my 

academic and professional life to demonstrate transformative reflection and knowledge growth. 
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Procedure 

eP Planning Timeline 

Week Planning Objective 

5 Share proposal and completed assessment rubric. Reflect on process.           
Select artifacts, organize artifacts into eP theme components.                            
Complete assessment rubric and clearly determine audience.                       
Begin reflecting on individual artifacts and organizing professor/peer feedback. 

6 Reflect on rubric/ proposal peer review, incorporate changes.                  
Organize overall design: consider how to post and navigate artifacts.    
Determine if WordPress or PBWiki will be platform of choice.                     
Draft 2010 brief philosophy of learning and biography.                                
Select guided tour tool (Jing is current tool).                                             
Continue to reflect on artifacts. 

7 Post artifacts to pages. Continue to reflect on artifacts. Tag and navigate 
organization to check for cohesiveness.                                                        
Revise 2010 brief philosophy of learning and post for review.  

8 Select six artifacts to be peer reviewed (3) and reviewed by professor 
(3)Connect artifacts through deeper reflections.                                            
Create links to show connections and transformed knowledge.                       
Draft guided tour (story-board).  

9 Reflect on peer review and make revisions and focus on guided tour.  Continue 
to reflect on artifacts for deeper connections 

10 Check links and any uploaded documents. Ask a non-MET peer to navigate 
platform. 

11 Review rationale, tour and framework. Finalize eP and guided tour.  

12 Ask non-MET peer to view guided tour in addition to interested MET peers. 

13 Present eP and give guided tour. 

Objectives and Outcomes 

 I began MET to examine the impact of educational technology on my professional area: 

teaching lower elementary in an international setting. I am ending MET with the need to 

represent what I have learned. My MET program goal is to extend my academic learning into 
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professional practice. The eP’s objective is to act as a tool to facilitate this extension and 

function as an audit of knowledge constructed and transformed in MET. 

Determine Audience 

My audience consists of my UBC professors, MET colleagues and professionals in the field 

of education. The eP will be an accessible resource for my audience and may inform future 

research practices. 

Platform 

The eP will be publically available on Word Press or PBWorks Wiki. A guided tour will be 

available on the front page. Tabs or links to additional categorized pages will be at the top of the 

front page. Each artifact is planned to have its own page with linked resources, connections and 

commenting. A navigation bar (PB Works) or tag cloud (Word Press) will be available.  

Selection of Theme: E-cosystem 

The “E-cosystem” theme is chosen to frame knowledge growth which began in foundational 

courses and grew into an interconnected system. Meaningful connections within the educational 

technology field will be synthesized through reflective practices (represented by artifacts) to 

achieve a deeper understanding. See E-cosystem Planning:Table 1 in Appendix A. 

Selection of Artifacts 

Articact selection is guided by research in selecting and using educational technologies and 

research on reflective practices for learning. The media and tools used are chosen to enhance the 
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purpose because they adhere strongly to Bates’ and Poole’s (2003) SECTIONS model. 

Specifically, cost effectiveness (C), teaching and learning (T) and interactivity (I). The 

International Society for Technology in Education’s (2008) publication, the National Educational 

Technology Standards for Teachers (NETS), also informs my selection. The standards articulate 

that teachers design and model digital-age learning experience while promoting digital 

citizenship, engaging in professional growth and facilitating student learning.  

Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven principles for educational practice and Chickering 

and Ehrmann’s (1996) implementation of the principles inform tool and artifact selection. The eP 

will encourage contact between myself, peers and faculty as it encourages diverse active learning 

paths. Moon’s (2001) theories of reflective practices support the inclusion of interconnections 

between artifacts through cohesive reflections and hyperlinks. See E-cosystem Planning:Table 1 

in Appendix A. 

Final Assessment Rubric  

The rubric is expected to grow organically from peer feedback, reflections and adjustments. 

Please see original Assessment Rubric in Appendix B, informed by Kilbane and Milman (2003) 

with format based on Aharon (2008).  

Assessment Rubric Timeline 

Week Planning Objective 

3 Read related research on rubrics, ePs and assessment. Draft initial rubric. 
Discuss in group and consider peer feedback.  

4 Draft second rubric. Post to group discussion. Post to class discussion. Revise 
rubric for eP proposal and submit.  
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5 Rubric is peer-reviewed and reviewed by instructor in eP proposal. Revise 
rubric based on feedback.   

6  Finalize rubric and post to eP. 

9-13 Reflect on rubric to guide eP progression. Self-assess weekly.  
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Appendix A 

E-cosystem Planning: Table 1 
All artifacts derived from projects will be described, accompanied with reflections, links to 
resources/connected artifacts and available peer and/or instructor feedback. Each artifact will 
have its own page. Audience feedback/commenting available on each page.  

Component Description Artifacts  
The E-cosystem Balancing the eP through 

design and organization to 
reflect interconnectedness 

Provide audience with 
general overview of eP. 

Links to course reflections 
provided for non-linear 
reading. 

ETEC 590: Reflective Concept Map    

ETEC 590: Tour of eP                    

ETEC 590: eP proposal and assessment rubric 

 

 

 
The Local 
Environment 

Biography with foundation 
of learning beliefs, 
philosophy and challenges 

Provide audience with 
insight into my personal 
goals and beliefs. 
Reinforce purpose of eP as 
professional and academic. 

Framed by professional 
experience in international 
elementary teaching  

ETEC 590: 2010 Personal Learning Theory 
ETEC 512: Personal Learning Theory with 
professor feedback                                         
ETEC 511: Brief Philosophy of Educational 
Technology (Adobe pdf)                              
ETEC 520: Professor for a Day: Assignment 1 
(professor feedback, Adobe pdf)                     
ETEC 532: Vignettes 1,2 and 3. (Adobe pdf) 
ETEC 540 Wiki Edit: Yatate (hyperlink)       
ETEC 565: Flight Path and final Flight Path 
Reflection (Adobe pdf/hyperlink) 

Producers  

 

 

 

 

 

Scaffolding knowledge for 
consumption. Showing 
connections between 
primary producers and 
local environment. 

ETEC 511: Mapping Foundations of E-Learning 
(Concept Map link/jpeg)                                    
ETEC 500: Article Critique (1,2 & 3) with 
professor feedback (Adobe pdf)                     
ETEC 500: Research Proposal Final (with 
Research Plan as Adobe pdf); Literature Review 
(Adobe pdf)                                                 
ETEC 512 Group Project: Cognitive Approaches 
Wiki                                                               
ETEC 510: Design Wiki (minor edit/major entry 
as Adobe pdf)                                              
ETEC 512 Thought questions 1, 2, 3 & 4.             
ETEC 511 Group Project: The Sociology of 
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Producers cont. 

Educational Technology (hyperlink) 

 
 Consumers  Consumption, growth and 

spread of knowledge 
representing connections 
with primary producers 
and the local environment. 

ETEC 510: Group Project: Music Discovery 
Wiki (hyperlink) 

ETEC 511 Scholarly essay: Cheating in digital 
(Adobe pdf) 

ETEC 540 Blog entries: Commentary 1, 2 and 3 
(Adobe pdf/hyperlink) 

ETEC 531 Media Production 1: The 
Emancipation of Art (hyperlink) 

Cycle of Energy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Life-long learning and 
transformative reflective 
practice, over-arching 
interconnectedness 

Framed by professional 
experience in international 
elementary teaching 

 

ETEC 540: Making Connections: Final 
Assignment (Adobe pdf or hyperlink) 

ETEC 532 Scholarly Essay: Digital Storytelling 
and the English Language Learner (Adobe pdf) 

ETEC 531 Media Production 2: Globalization & 
Nation State (PowerPoint) 

ETEC 565 blog: Erin’s Educational Technology 
Journey 

ETEC 565: Moodle (Learning Management 
System) and related documents. 
(hyperlink/Adobe pdf) 

ETEC 590: Peer/instructor feedback 

ETEC 590: Links to primary resources (to 
inform future research) 

EXTERNAL: Personal blog 

EXTERNAL: Kingston International School 
(KIS) Blogging Policy Document 

EXTERNAL: KIS Classblogmeister project 

EXTERNAL: KIS Wiki initiative 
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Appendix B 

Assessment Rubric 
Criteria Expectation Meets Expectations 
Metaphor - clearly stated  and  relevance 

thoroughly explained 

- consistent and enhances connections 
between artifacts 

Yes              No 

 

Design & Organization - a  comprehensive critical analysis 
across artifacts, evidence and 
reflections which enhances the 
metaphor 

 -intuitive navigation which engages 
the audience 

Yes              No   

 

 

Reflections - represent transformed knowledge 

- relate to the MET program and eP 
objectives  

 - support/enhance connections 
between reflections, artifacts and 
research 

Yes              No   

 

 

 

Artifacts - artifacts demonstrate UBC-TQS 
criteria for defining a capstone 
experience 

- all artifacts are relevant 

 - sufficient quantity of artifacts to 
demonstrate learning 

Yes              No   

 

Multimedia Tools & 
Hyperlinks 

- high-quality digital and Web 2.0 
tools are included 

- all tools function  

-  links are active and offer 
opportunities for interactivity. 

Yes              No   

 

Mechanics - appropriate use of fonts, point size, 
headings and subheadings 

- no spelling or grammar mistakes 

Yes              No   
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